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 Press Release
 
DU students demand shuttle bus service in North and South campus: a simple operation will save us crowds, security hassles and money, say group members.
 
Delhi University 11th Dec., 2006: Members of DU students group United Students have petitioned the Minister of Transport, Govt, of Delhi to start a shuttle bus service within the North and South campus to provide students a simple way of commuting within the campus and to and fro from bus and metro stations.
 
Ritwik Agarwal, team leader of the intra-campus transport committee of United Students said, “ Two hundred cycle rickshaws, each fighting for road space, fighting for customers, fighting over money is hardly a sight you want to see in India’s finest University campus,” referring to the throng of rickshaw pullers who crowd the Vishwavidyalaya station each day to ferry students to and from the station.  “This is not just causing traffic jams but also raise serious issues of women’s safety. Finally, it also adds up to abnormal travel costs: a student pays Rs 11 to come from Rajiv Chow to the DU by Metro – and the same student pays Rs. 10 for travelling from the station to the college - a distance of just 400 meters!”
 
Students of the South Campus have also been demanding a bus service from Dhaula Kuan to the South Campus. “ Varun Kumar of Moti Lal Nehru College and a US member said, “ This is a pressing need for students in the South campus but an even more important issue for girl students who have to trudge two kilometres often in late hours in winters for evening colleges. Above all, these students are not well off enough to hire autos that do not accept anything less than Rs 20 for this short distance”.
 
In his letter to Minister of Transport, Govt. of Delhi Haroon Yusuf, Ritwik Agarwal has also indicated a route map that the buses could take so that students have the facility of hopping on and off all through the route. “ We have asked that an RTV be started which runs on a no profit basis during peak times of morning, afternoon and evening in both campuses”, he said.
 
Students have complained bitterly about the apathy of the administration towards the problems faced by students. “It is shocking that the premier higher education institution of the country has to rely on pre-independence modes of travel to ease students movement within the campus,” said Nikhita Arora of Kirori Mal College and a core group member of United Students.
 
United Students are planning to press for their demand at a meeting they have sought with the Minister of Transport. “ If we do not find a reasonable response form the Minister’s office, we will have no option but to start a full fledged campaign to force our point”, said Ritwik Agarwal.
 
 
For more information, pl. contact Ritwik Agarwal on 9873554908


